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Abstract
The following work describes all knowledge required in the creation of new
automotive optical Photogrammetrical adaptors, which allow the user thereof to
measure a fully assembled vehicle in its natural position, i.e. on its wheels for
the PQ25 platform at Volkswagen of South Africa. The system is the only
method available to the manufacturing plant to measure a fully assembled
vehicle in this manner. The FlexMess system allows for a quick portable
measurement of a vehicle at all stages of Vehicle manufacturing, aligned via the
Volkswagen RPS standards.
In the first part of the work, the problem of establishing a system capable of
measuring the PQ25 platform is achieved by redesigning the PQ24 platform
(previous generation Polo) to the new PQ25 vehicle platform. Once the system
was redesigned a prototype adaptor system was created.
In the second part of the work, the redesigned adaptor system is checked for its
accuracy and repeatability. In a statistical analysis of the adaptors ability to
measure the reference points needed for alignment of a vehicle, the system is
compared to a CMM and verified that the limits fall within the limits of the original
FlexMess´s certified accuracy limits.
The last part of the work looks at addressing some of the problems of the
FlexMess system by creating concepts for an ideal future FlexMess adaptor
system.
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1

Introduction

In the automotive industry, ever increasing emphasis is being placed on tighter
tolerances of vehicle components being produced due to the evolving
expectations of customer´s demands on quality in surface finish and final fit of
vehicles being produced.
Often it is desirable to detect flaws in production to ensure a higher quality
product before delivered to the customer. An example of this is a flush gap
fitment of a headlamp of an automobile with the fender, hood and bumper. An
error of this kind in such an area is relatively easy to detect with the naked eye
and would definitely effect the customer’s perception of the quality of a vehicle.
Such flaws need to be detected, the problem identified and eradicated as well as
reworking of the product might be necessary.
The way in which flaws or errors are detected in the automotive industry and
most other manufacturing sectors is often by means of coordinate measurement
techniques.
The current method for checking completely assembled automobiles is very time
consuming, expensive and complex to execute. Advances in technology and
methods in measurement have advanced tremendously in the last years and
new methods in optical measurement are slowly being accepted into industry.
For completely assembled automobiles however, the points necessary to align
the car in the virtual coordinate system are hidden from view (RPS/ Reference
Point System see appendix D) [1], making the measurement of a completely
assembled automobiles difficult.
Flexible measurement systems used together with 3D optical systems in
completely assembled automobiles as suggested by Lichtenberg [2], offers a
unique flexible solution to the measurement of completely assembled
automobiles. With these systems it is possible to measure automobiles
anywhere with minimal capital investments. Never has it been possible to
measure an automobile in this way. FlexMess offers a truly unique tool to the
11

automotive industry in solving problems. Non-contact 3D systems should
complement other measurement systems, not replace them.
In the first chapter, current popular measuring strategies shall be outlined after
which optical measuring systems shall be introduced where the FlexMess
measuring solution will be looked at.

1.1

Vehicle measurement and alignment

In order to measure any object, an alignment is necessary. A proper alignment
ensures that the measured data is correctly placed over the reference data. For
this work, the measured data will take the form of points in an arbitrary
coordinate system and the reference data will be CAD which will have a
predefined coordinate system. After alignment the measurement project takes
the coordinate attributes of the reference data.
Incorrect alignment can produce incorrect analysis and therefore negatively
affect the production process of isolating problems.
1.1.1 3-2-1 Rule
In standard measurement practice, the basis for all alignments is summed up by
the 3-2-1 rule.
A rule that defines the minimum number of contact points necessary to properly
locate/constrain a part within the datum reference frame. The primary datum
requires three points, the secondary datum two points, and the tertiary datum
one point. The object is then fixed in all six degrees of freedom. This simulates
the model layout of an isostatic support. Figure 1 shows the degrees of freedom
that require fixing for proper measurement.

Figure 1: Six Degrees of freedom; 3-2-1 rule [1]
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1.2

Reference Point System (RPS)

RPS points obey the 3-2-1 Rule. RPS points or Reference Point System is an
industry standard system. Every automotive part produced has to be designed
with accordance to some reference system. Volkswagen uses the VW RPS
Guideline (01055 VW); See appendix D. RPS Points are necessary to make
alignments with the vehicle’s coordinate system. The RPS points serve two main
purposes:


To align assemblies during the production process (e.g. skit wagons and
robot welding ).



To control quality (e.g. checking fixtures and metrology alignments).

The definition of RPS points take the form of coordinates signalling their fixed
position in CAD (holes or surface points). From the early stages of development
of a vehicle platform, each component of the vehicle and sub-assemblies has
the RPS points defined systematically to optimize the production and quality
assurance of the vehicles produced.

Figure 2: RPS designation; RPS data appearing in drawings [1]

RPS points are usually defined in drawings with a standard form as illustrated in
Figure 2. The Cartesian coordinates of the points are also given in the drawings
illustrated from an e.g. in Figure 2. The Cartesian coordinates are then imported
into the CAD relative to the vehicles coordinate system, ready for alignment with
measured data. Every measured point can then be compared with its intended
design position with a repeatable, comparable method.
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The origin of the coordinate system often runs through the front axle of vehicles
depending on the automotive manufacturer. Figure 3 shows the vehicle
coordinate system of a typical vehicle.

Figure 3: Vehicle coordinate system with origin through front axle [1]

1.2.1 Vehicle main RPS points
In order to measure a fully assembled vehicle the position in space of 3 RPS
points running in the chassis rails (RPS 1,2 and 3) of the vehicle as illustrated in
Figure 4Error! Reference source not found., have to be established for
alignment. For most measuring systems this remains a huge problem as it is
RPS Hole
difficult toCircular
reach
these reference points. In order
Front chassis Rail

CAD-drawing: RPS
1 Hxy Fz

Slotted RPS Hole
Rear chassis Rail

CAD-drawing: RPS
2 Hy Fz

Figure 4: Locations of main RPS holes on vehicle [3]
14

to localize the hole, the geometric centre of the hole onto the reference plane
which is marked red in Figure 5 has to be defined.
The RPS holes serve a crucial role in the production of vehicles and therefore
the qualities of the holes have to be tightly controlled. The position of the hole
and dimensions of the geometrical properties of the holes are necessary for
process production (alignment with skit wagons and robot processing) and
measuring.

Figure 5: Drawing of RPS1 (PQ35) with collar tolerance [2]

1.3

Common measurement strategies – auto industry

For problem free production to exist, strategies have to be created in order to
properly manage problems associated with production techniques. Problems
specific to geometric tolerance can often be isolated and detected by constant
monitoring of production processing and the monitoring of the product being
produced and this is often done by measuring. This section of work will primarily
focus on offline measuring of completely assembled vehicles using optical
measuring solutions.
1.3.1 Fixed to a tool
One strategy to measure a completely assembled vehicle is via a measurement
fixing tool. The tool is carefully constructed to the dimensions of the coordinates
of the main RPS holes. The vehicle to be measured is then lifted and aligned
with the positions of the holes a shown in Figure 6.
The coordinates and measurement data from a measuring machine such as a
CMM can then be transformed into the vehicle’s coordinate system where every
point on the vehicle can be compared to CAD. This strategy is obviously not only
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reserved for completely assembled vehicles and can be used for general vehicle
sub-assemblies for cubing and Meisterbock cubing analysis.

Figure 6: Vehicle assembly measured on Witte fixture [4]

Such a measurement strategy however has several disadvantages. The vehicle
is stressed into a condition that is not normal (wheels off the ground). Often it
makes sense to measure such a vehicle in the specialized measuring halls of
the automotive manufacturer’s factory without flexible measurement as
illustrated in Figure 6.
1.3.2 Measuring using CMM
Since the early sixties [5], CMMs or coordinate measuring machines have been
used extensively in most manufacturing fields. CMMs therefore have a solid
reputation and well regarded for its refined accuracy. Generally a lot of capital
has to be invested in measurement halls to accommodate CCMs required to
measure fully assembled vehicles as shown in Figure 7. Special foundations
have to be laid to accommodate these machines. One further requirement
necessary for the CMM if a RPS alignment is to be achieved is that the CMMs
tactile probes have to reach the RPS holes in order to define them. A schematic
of a typical CMM can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: CMM portal

1.4

Photogrammetry camera system

Photogrammetry is defined as the art of using 2D images to define 3D
measurement data as seen in Figure 8. Photogrammetry has been around since
the advent of photography but has only found its way into the “everyday
commercial workplace” since around the turn of the millennium after the
commercialization of affordable reliable digital cameras along with the revolution
of processing power of the personal computer. One of the leaders in optical
measuring systems is the company GOM which is situated in the lower Saxony
town of Braunchweig, Germany.

Figure 8: Basic principle of Photogrammetry – 2D information to 3D [6]
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1.4.1 Camera system basic principle (GOM TriTop)
Photogrammetry as a science has many different applied applications. For the
clarity of this text, when the term Photogrammetry is used we will be referring to
the camera system TriTop from GOM.
TriTop is a non-contact

measurment system using 2D photos to gather

information and establish the exact position of discreate 3D measurement
points. TriTop suports time optimized on site analysis for quality control (portable
and fast). All relivant points are marked and photographed at various angles of
view with a photogrametrical camera. The pictures are then loaded into the
TriTop software where all the 3D co-ordinates of the marked discreate points are
calculated. The coordinate data captured can now be used in engineering
aplications such as varification of dimentions of the measured object.

Figure 9: Basic principle camera system - Ray interception of photographs [7]

The basic principle behind TRITOP is that the intercepting rays from the
reference points of the photographs which is illustrated in Figure 9 whose
position in space needs to be established first, is calculated via the principle of
triangulation. The information is fed into the TRITOP software that runs a
sequence of calculation known as bundle adjustment. As a result information
can be gathered from a scene and recreated from which one is able to
accurately measure from. The information can be processed and presented in
many analytical forms as desired [7].
18

1.4.2

Hardware

Camera:
Great progress has been made in photography with the
latest revolution being the advent of computer processors
and the CCD chip required for digital cameras. The
camera’s

internal

distortion

can

be

modelled

and

compensated for where standard cameras can be used for

analysis when the camera has been certified by the system
developers. Wireless communication can be used to save

Figure 10: Standard camera [7]

computing time by transferring images directly to the
workstation.
Un-coded markers:
Un-coded markers are used to mark the position of the
discrete points being measured. The software uses white
and black contrast to define ellipses viewed in photographs.

Care has to be taken to view these in a sufficient number of
photographs to ensure the software has enough information

Figure 11: Un-coded markers [7]

to solve the measurement.
Coded markers:
Coded markers are an additional hardware requirement
necessary for pre-orientation of images for the bundle
adjustment calculation. Each coded marker has to be
present in at least 5 photographs in order for the software

Figure 12: Coded markers [7]

use the marker for orientation.
Scale
Place bars:
Are certified in length (known to software) and serve the
purpose of establishing attributes of size in the software.

Figure 13: Scale bars [7]

The scale bars as a general rule should be at least as big as
measured object.
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1.4.3 Triangulation principle
Triangulation is the principal used by Photogrammetry as well as Theodolites to
produce three dimensional measurement points. Photogrammetry however can
measure multiple points of interest with practically no limit to the amount of
points whereas Theodolites measure single points. Using mathematics to
calculate the interceptions of converging lines in space, exact coordinate data
can be calculated.

Figure 14: Triangulation principle [6]

In the case of Theodolites as illustrated in Figure 14, two angles are measured
from each Theodolite from which a line can be drawn. In the case of
Photogrammetry, in a set of 2D photos it is the location of the un-coded targets
(XY coordinates in the photographs) which are used to create this “line of sight”
provided the position of the camera and aiming directions are known. The rays
can be mathematically intercepted to produce the XYZ coordinate of each
measured target (un-coded marker) [6].
1.4.4 Bundle adjustment - Software
The bundle adjustment is the computer process that uses the photographic
information to calculate the 3D coordinates of the measured markers. There are
many functions the software has to do simultaneously. In order for the software
20

to accurately solve the measurement the orientation of all the photos needs to
be known (3 angles as well as 3 coordinates), a calibration has to be executed
as well to compensate for distortions caused by the camera as well as all the
points need to be calculated.
The coded markers are used to establish the initial orientation of the
photographs in order for the software to execute the series of calculation as
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Orientation of photographs – 3 angles; 3 coordinates [6]

1.4.5 Accuracy and precision influences - photogrammetry
Within measuring systems one often defines the accuracy in terms of the
measuring volume. CMMs usually work within accuracies of 50
measuring volumes of 13 meters. Accuracies of 60

on

are achievable with

systems such as the TriTop optical measuring system for the same volume. The
accuracies of the camera system can however vary somewhat since its
accuracy is heavily dependent on some inter-related factors. These factors are
listed qualitatively rather than quantitatively.


The resolution (and quality) of the camera you are using.



The size of the object you're measuring.



The number of photographs you're taking.
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The geometric layout of the pictures relative to the object and to each
other.



Light quality & settings, Quality of reference points & size, measuring
strategy, and reference distribution.

Figure 16 illustrates the above mentioned factors that influence the accuracy of
a photogrammetric measurement.

Figure 16: Factors influencing accuracy [6]

Resolution; camera
The influence of resolution is difficult to define. In a typical measurement, the
minimum size in which a reference point (ellipse) can be accepted in a
photograph is a 10 pixel diameter. This means that the camera’s lens has to be
selected to the general measuring volume that will be measured by the camera
to achieve the 10 pixel diameter in photos, i.e. the field of view (f.o.v) can be
increased with a higher resolution camera (more information per photo). The
field of view of a camera is illustrated in Figure 17

Figure 17: Field of view is determined by lens and camera resolution [6]
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The camera is also very crucial. In order to conduct measurements a Metric
Camera is needed. A Metric Camera should have the following attributes:


Robust mechanical structure of the lens-camera system high stability of
the camera geometry: the interior orientation parameters remain
unchanged and can be treated as known over a long period of time (fixed
focal length, fixed focus).



Lenses are almost free of distortion.



Principal point offset is equal to zero.

Object Size

Accuracy is largely dependent on the object’s size. The size of the object will
determine factors in the measurement such as the size of the targets in the
measurement as well as the measuring strategy and sometimes changes in
light. For this research a hatchback vehicle (polo 250) at 3,97 meters in length
will be measured as illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Dimensions of new PQ 250 Polo [8]

Number of photos
If a measurement point is seen in three photographs principally, its co-ordinates
can be calculated. However if the point can be seen in more than one
photograph the accuracy increases. The increase in accuracy is not linear and
as a general rule of thumb, it could be visualized as a squared function. One can
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say to increase the accuracy by a factor of two; a person would need to take four
times as many photos.
There are practical limits to the accuracy gains one could achieve by taking
more photos. More photos mean more computer calculation time, and more time
taking photos for relative little gains in accuracy.
Geometry
Since photogrammetrical camera systems are highly dependent on the principle
of triangulation the angles between camera orientations can have a substantial
influence on the accuracy of the measurement. It is recommended that the
angles between camera positions should be at 60º-90º angles to each other. A
greater uncertainty exists in determining the centroid of an object such as an
ellipse with greater angles between camera positions as seen in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Error influence due to bad camera angles [6]

1.4.6 Absolute accuracy (photogrammetrical session)
The accuracy of a given measurement can be determined by the software and
allows the user of the systems to ensure that the integrity of the measurement is
upheld by monitoring the quality of the project.
The photogrammetrical software calculates the deviation of the centre of all
measurement points in each photograph and delivers it as a pixel deviation for
each photo. The average pixel deviation can then be determined by the
software. This pixel deviation signifies the project uncertainty.
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In a typical measurement, TriTop is able to orientate the centres of the ellipses
of the photos to within 0.04 pixels with a 10 megapixel Nikon D200 camera
(3872 x 2592 pixels).
Calculating accuracy
Camera pixels
Pixels for vertical axis:
Pixels for Horizontal axis
Nominal project deviation:
Measuring volume:
Object size; length (PQ250):

=
=
=
=
=
=

10 000 000 pixels
2592 pixels
3872 pixels
0,04 pixels
±13m3
3970 mm

Neglecting effects in determining the scale of the measurement (scale bars)

Equation 1: Defining photogrammetrical project accuracy (vertical)

This simple calculation illustrates how a camera could induce an inaccuracy that
would lead to an error in the determining of the measuring point. This also gives
the user a limiting accuracy based on the object size and system.
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1.5

What is FlexMess

One of the advantages of photogrammetric measuring systems is the flexibility
and speed that one is able to gather data from a scene in a relatively short
amount of time. Once this data is captured one has practically limitless ways of
presenting this data. FlexMess is a measuring system that works together with
TriTop and is able to tap into this capability, consisting of hardware (adaptor
system) and software (macro).

Figure 20: FlexMess adaptor system for complete vehicle measurement [2]

FlexMess was originally developed by the University of Ostfalia in Wolfsburg
Germany by Thilo Lichtenberg together with the automotive company of
Volkswagen AG. FlexMess is able to measure a completely assembled vehicle
with RPS alignment in a flexible manner. The system is illustrated in Figure 20.
1.5.1 FlexMess hardware adaptor system:
The Hardware of FlexMess is in essence an innovative adaptor system. The
adaptor consists of a series of identification markers to which a geometrical
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relationship is attributed to via a series of calibrations. The adaptor is then fixed
into position onto the vehicle with the identification markers visible outside the
vehicle. The adaptor is then automatically identified during measurements. The
coordinates of the hidden RPS points are then automatically defined. Four main
FlexMess adaptors are needed per measurement. A single adapter located in a
RPS hole is illustrated in Figure 21.

Chassis
rails
FlexMess
Adaptor with

Figure 21: FlexMess: known relation between markers and RPS point [2]

1.6

Today’s application of FlexMess

The idea of FlexMess and the advantages the system offers automotive
manufacturers has ensured rapid popularity for the FlexMess system all over the
world. A FlexMess system now exists in Argentina, South Africa and all over
Europe. A FlexMess system has been created for a variety of vehicle platforms.
From big utility vehicles to small hatchbacks.
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Development
FlexMess can be used as a tool during early phases of vehicle development.
The system could be implemented at any stage of vehicle assembly or
prototyping. In some cases the FlexMess has even been used to monitor static
deformational analysis.
Quality
The biggest implementation of FlexMess thus far has been in the quality
assurance. When a problematic unit is built, FlexMess can be implemented next
to production to give prompt analysis in a short amount of time at any location.
This saves the automotive manufacturer time and enables engineers to isolate
problems to allow for quicker solutions.
After sales
A further advantage exists for the customer to be able to check his car for any
major flaws in his vehicle at a service centre. If the scenario arises that the
customer’s vehicle has been repaired from major damage such as a road
accident, the customer is able to get a statement as to the geometrical state of
his/her vehicle.
1.6.1 Advantages
Comparatively inexpensive when compared to expensive CMMs
CMM’s although being the main tool used by automotive metrology to measure
the quality of produced parts, remains very expensive. The reason for the high
cost of these systems is often not only due to the actual cost of the machine, but
often lies in the costs in producing the facility. Deep foundations have to be laid
with steel and concrete beds to ensure stability of the earth and plainness
(accuracy and damping of vibrations).
Measurement takes place in vehicle’s natural position (on all four wheels)
Measuring a completely assembled vehicle it is often the strategy to mount the
vehicle on a fixed tool because of the difficulty measuring systems have in
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localizing the RPS points. Not only are these tools expensive, but the vehicle is
not in its natural position. Subtle forces distributed into the chassis will deflect
the vehicle in a different manor in comparison to the result that one would see
with the vehicle parked on its natural four wheels.
Portability
Measurements can be done in virtually any environment (even in production
facilities).
Variety of analysis applications
FlexMess can be implemented in the entire vehicle engineering process, from
development to quality assurance.

Figure 22: Completely portability FlexMess coffer
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2

Challenges with FlexMess

FlexMess is a certified system able to locate RPS holes to within an accuracy of
0,7mm. The system is very fragile however and great care has to be taken in its
use (like most measuring systems). With further research and development,
refinements and improvements in measuring with FlexMess can be achieved.

2.1

Carbon tubes challenges

The carbon tubes consists of specialized laminated hollow tubes with a wall
thickness of 0,5 mm. The tubes have a overall length of 1 meter and a mass of
52 gram per tube (excluding epoxy laminated plastic/ ceramic markers). A
typical carbon is illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Carbon tube; unique positioning of markers

The markers on the tube have a distinct position on the tube, therefore allowing a
unique constellation of points on each adapter allowing TriTop to define each
adapter independently in the measurement.

The design of FlexMess consists of the carbon tubes for various reasons:


The further apart the recognition markers are from each other, the smaller
the theoretical uncertainty of the adaptors positioning in space is.



The carbon tubes are light, therefore having little influence on the
adaptors mounting to the vehicle ( physical mass and tilting moment).



The carbon tubes are of standard 1 meter lengths, reducing costs.
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The length of carbon won’t be influenced by changes in temperature.

2.1.1 Destruction
Although they are very rigid relative to the mass of the tubes and perform very
well under the given loading, the tubes are very fragile. Furthermore the
construction of the tubes span over a huge volume, meaning that the engineer
has to engage and behave in a very careful manner avoiding contact with the
ground during mounting as well as general objects encountered as the system is
handled.
FlexMess when mounted lies centimetres above the ground making the adaptor
system are susceptible to destructive accidents with workers or uninformed
individuals who might stand on or kick an adaptor after which the system could
be considered dysfunctional.

2.2

Cost of the adaptor system

Although the comparative expenses of the adaptor system to accepted
technologies (fixtures and CMM) are relatively low, the adaptor system could still
possibly be created with a reduction in cost.
The bulk of the cost of FlexMess is incurred from the cost of all the machining/
manufacturing of components needed. One very expensive ordered part is the
cost of a centring chuck used from the company Witte. This chuck is illustrated
in Figure 24

Figure 24:Centring chuck from Witte [4]
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The Witte chuck plays a very critical role in measurement using FlexMess. The
chuck is manufactured with extremely high precision. Its centring abilities are
exceptional making it ideal for the application of fixing FlexMess. The costs in
purchasing these chucks are very high. The possibility of reducing the cost of
FlexMess by the development and implementation of a centring chuck or
mechanism that can fulfil the functions of the centring chuck is desirable.
Carbon fibre tubes are also a very expensive factor of the assembly due to
demands in world markets and energy costs required to produce the tubes.

2.3

Calibration

The carbon tubes need to be disassembled during transportation, which could
result in the adaptor being in a different geometrical state after assembly. To
counter problems associated with disassembly as well as general changes in the
geometrical state of FlexMess over time, a calibration procedure needs to be
executed after every assembly of the adaptor system. In order to achieve this
calibration a macro script (program) is needed as well as some hardware.
2.3.1 Calibration software - Macro script
The TriTop system also supports open source programming in its computer
operating system (Linux) with the open source programming language being
Python. One is able to create Macros in which the user is able to perform
limitless automated functions.
Two parts exist to the macro need for FlexMess to run. The first part of the
macro creates a reference from which the adapters are first created, and
usually the code only needs to be executed once (creation of the adaptor into
the system). The second code is needed for calibration.
2.3.2 Calibration Hardware
The calibration hardware consists of a calibration plate onto which the user is to
assemble the adaptors onto before calibration. Every adaptor needs to be
placed in its correct designated place. An additional calibration cap is to be
placed over the chuck in the correct centralized position a schematic of the
calibration setup is shown in Figure 25 .
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Figure 25: Calibration hardware setup [2]

2.3.3 Calibration procedure
1

Mount assembled adaptors in correct position on plate.

2

Place calibration disk in correct position.

3

Create a standard Photogrammetrical session using GOM TriTop.

4

Run the calibration macro script.

The macro script will automatically use the known reference data to recognize
the calibration setup. The software can recognize the adaptors with a predefined
threshold tolerance and then redefine them in the GOM software automatically.
The software can detect any abnormalities or problems during calibration and
indicates to the user after calibration that the calibration was successful. The
user can now mount the adaptors and use them in a measurement.

2.4

Platform compatibility of FlexMess

Platform compatibility remains a great problem for FlexMess. For every desired
platform one wants to measure, an adaptor has to be custom made to suite the
platform. The reason for this adaptation to the platform is due to the natural
variation in geometries and tight assembly rooms available to the specific
automobile platform deeming a redesign necessary.
Although FlexMess is largely a modular system consisting of parts that are
easily interchangeable to match the platform, a generic “one size fits all”
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approach is difficult to realize. FlexMess has however been adapted to a number
of different products around the world:


Bratislava (Slovak Republic) – Taoureg, Cayenne, Q7 chassis



Pacheco (South America) – Suran, Amarok



Emden (Germany) – Limo, Variant, CC



Wolfsburg (Germany) – Golf, Golf Plus,Tiguan



Hannover (Germany) – Multivan, Transporter



Leipzig (Germany) – Cayenne, Panamera



Chemnitz(Germany) – Golf Passat (Limo, Variant)



Uitenhage (South Africa) – (none)

2.5

Use of the collar to fix and centre FlexMess

Often in production we find poor quality in the collar of the RPS holes with a high
variance in deviations. This bad deviation in the collar does not affect the
alignment of the production processing, because the robots and the skits
wagons that transport the vehicle shells through the assembly processing only
need the position of the holes, thereby using pins for alignment. Figure 26
illistrates a typical fixation of a bad RPS hole.

Figure 26: A RPS slotted hole fixed with a pin; bad deviation on collar
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FlexMess on the other hand is highly dependent in the use of the collar of the
RPS hole for centring itself. A bad collar deviation can influence measurements
with FlexMess. FlexMess uses a set of chuck jaws which centres itself and fixes
itself using the collar as shown in
Figure 27.

Figure 27: FlexMess chuck jaws and collar [2]
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3

Adaptation to the PQ25 platform

This section evaluates all criteria relating to the design of the FlexMess adaptor
prototype. Parameters are looked at and the validation and design selection of
the adaptor system is expanded upon.

3.1

Platform

The automotive platform is an essential part of modern automotive
manufacturing. The platform allows the automotive manufacturer to produce
different vehicle models on the same platform without having to change much of
the production process. The 25 platform represents a progression from the
previous 24 platform on which both the Audi A1 and Polo V was produced.
PQ 25 has the following meaning:
P
Q
2
5

=
=
=
=

Platform
The way in which the motor is assembled (longitudinally)
Vehicle type
5th Generation

In order to realize a vehicle measurement of a new platform using FlexMess a
new design for an adaptor system has to be undertaken because of the PQ25
platform being different to all other platforms in existence. In order to complete
this task, an inspection of all required parameters is required.
The parameters are as follows:


Inspect the geometry profile of the RPS hole in the chassis rail / drawings.



Inspection of the underbody; the space available to mount the adaptors (all
components and assemblies).



The clearance of the adaptors to the ground.



Once the physical design inspection has been completed, the size of
components needed to make up the assembly such as the size of the
centring chucks can be established.
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Table 1 depicts the locations of the RPS holes in the chassis, and is needed if any
measurements are to be done.
Geometry/ tolerance

RPS 1

RPS 2

RPS 3

RPS 4

Round hole
30+0,2

Slotted hole
25+0,2 X 45+0,2

Slotted hole
25+0,2 X 45+0,2

Round hole
30+0,2

Position
Front left
longmember

Rear right
longmember

Rear left
longmember

Fixing

x.y.z

y.z

z

Front right verification
longmember

Designation

RPS1 HxyFz

RPS2 HyFz

RPS3Fz

RPS4 fz

Coordinates
x

-375.000

y

443.500

z

165.000

x

2782.000

y

450.000

z

137.650

x

2701.000

y

-450.000

z

137.650

x

-375.000

y

-447.000

z

165.000

Table 1: Coordinate location of RPS points (all values in mm)

3.2

Selection of the PQ25 chucks

Because of tight assembly room of the PQ 25 platform 50mm diameter chuck
needs to be implemented in the front and rear, this was determined via an
inspection of the assembly of the underbody of the vehicle. In the front of the
vehicle, the window washer fluid container poses a problem in assembly room.
Due to this reason the traditional 80mm chucks which are often used for the
RPS points in the front cannot be implemented. In the rear 50mm chucks are
needed due to the reserve wheel shell housing that posses an obstruction (tight
assembly room) as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Tight assembly room - RPS3 (Reserve wheel housing)
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3.3

Digital design – CAD and coordinate surface data

After the underbody inspection and selection of the chucks, the CAD of the
vehicle can be loaded into a CAD package where the design can be drawn up.
The chassis rail is then digitized and overlaid over the CAD to check validity of
the part to the CAD. Once the RPS drawings have also been checked and one
is happy with the geometry of the CAD, the CAD can be used to extrapolate a
template from which the clamping jaws for the chuck can be drawn this process
is illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29: CAD design process

3.3.1 Clamping Jaw design
As illustrated in section 2.5, the FlexMess adaptor system needs a set of chucks
to centre and fix its self-using the collar. In Figure 30 outlines some definitions
relating to jaw design for FlexMess.

Figure 30: Collar height; jaw clearance [2]

When designing a new set of jaws for a new FlexMess adaptor system, the most
obvious and a very critical design consideration is that the jaw clearance is greater
than the collar height.
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The collar height is found to be 7mm. It is important to take into account
variance in the collar and unevenness of the reference plane when designing the
chuck jaws. The unevenness of the plane often has an uneven tolerance of 0,5
mm.
Illustrated in Figure 32, the jaw profiles for the front and back are different. Table
1 illustrates the geometries of the holes. The opening and closing of the chucks
then have to be simulated in CAD to ensure that the opening and closing action
of the jaws and movement necessary to lock the adaptor falls within the limits of
the functionality of the chuck.
Once the design of the new clamping jaw is completed it is necessary to do an
inspection of the newly designed profile to ensure its geometries are correct and
can be manufactured. An error in dimensioning could have a negative influence
in project funding being wasted and time being lost. One solution to validating
the parts can be via the creation of a rapid prototype model. A rapid prototype
set of jaws was created and fixed to the Witte chuck. From this assembly the
part can be checked in reality.

Figure 31: Rapid prototyped chuck jaws

Figure 31 shows the rapid prototype jaws that were produced via 3D printing
methods. The rapid prototype jaws indicated a flaw in the initial design (jaw
clearance not enough) which lead to an alteration of the design and to the final
validated design. Figure 32 illustrates the new jaw designs.
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Figure 32: CAD completion of clamping jaws (front and back)

Material
An important attribute of the clamping jaw profiles, is that it has to have a
hardness of that superior to the cold rolled sheet steel (HSLA) material used by
the automotive industry. Because the jaws are clamped on a thin collar with a
moderate force (to fix the adaptor to the chassis’s plane), a high pressure is
exerted on the face of the jaw as shown in Figure 33. To ensure that the
chassis’s collar does damage the profile, the hardness of the material of the
clamping jaw profile has to be greater.

Figure 33: Clamping force pressure; hardness

Aluminium has good machinability properties, is light and is not very corrosive.
Aircraft industry grade aluminium 7075 T6 aluminium is well suited to the
application as the volume of the parts will be small and material cost will be
minimal. The Brunel hardness of 7075 T6 aluminium is given as 150 HB [9]. The
Brunel hardness of HSLA strip steel (the steel used in the auto industry for
specialized strengthened members) to make cold pressed parts lies at 139 HB
[10]. The hardness of the clamping jaw is substantially harder than the steel
ensuring the form of the adapter will last.
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3.3.2 Adapter design
On completion of the design of the clamping jaws the rest of the design of the
adaptor was concluded. The construction of the adaptor is very simple and is
made up of an assembly of predominantly aluminium machined parts.
The calibration disk, shank, base part and threaded sleeve although carrying no
load has to keep the form of the adaptor. To keep costs down, local aluminium
was selected for these parts. 6082 T6 aluminium is high strength structural
aluminium widely available from local South African suppliers. 6082 Aluminium
has a 2% proof stress of 310 MPa in the T6 tempering state [11].

Figure 34: Exploded view of the FlexMess adaptor

The prototype design of the adaptor system remains crude and the design does
not include an outer turning handle that can be found in the original design of
Thilo Lichtenberg’s FlexMess design [2]. The centring control remains on the
chuck head and allows for our FlexMess prototype to be tested on bodies-inwhite at an early point in time allowing for savings in project time. An inspection
of the manufactured adaptor was made where the ergonomically factors were
evaluated and corrective countermeasures implemented.
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4

FlexMess (PQ25) Prototype

In the prototype phase, the adaptor was assembled and all as well as do all
calibrations of the hardware were completed.

4.1

Hardware manufacturing

The design for the new adaptor system was manufactured locally in South
Africa. An existing FlexMess coffer with a modular compatible set of carbon
tubes as well as calibration equipment required by the FlexMess was sponsored
by the University of Ostfalia. Figure 35 illustrates the assembly of the FlexMess
prototype

Figure 35: Prototype hardware assembled
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Figure 36: FlexMess on calibration plate

Definition of calibration: the checking of a measuring instrument against an
accurate standard to determine any deviation and error correction. [12]
4.1.1 Creation of calibration disks (adaptor creation RPS point)
The calibration disks are used to calibrate the FlexMess adaptor system. Each
unique calibration disk is measured where a theoretical interception point is
defined which during calibration simulates the position of the RPS hole. The
position of this theoretical point is then updated into the TriTop system thus
calibrating the FlexMess adaptor system.

Figure 37: Calibration discs

The calibration disks consist of a simple aluminium annular disk with a hollow on
one side. Because the disks are manufactured on a lathe, the hollowed profile is
concentric with the disk. The calibration disc then receives four random 12mm
(3mm deep) holes to the face with no hollowing. Into these holes un-coded
markers get fixed into by means of a light film of epoxy resin. The markers are
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made from a durable ceramic material. The patterns of these un-coded markers
are unique to the specific adapter and were measured via a GOM ATOS surface
digitizing system. From the digitized surface mesh of the calibration discs, a best
fit cylinder is created around the disc.
The best fit cylinder’s centre axis is projected onto a plane, thus defining a point.
The computer uses all the measured points around the cylindrical part of the
discs to create the geometrical cylinder. The creation of the calibration adapter’s
centre point is illustrated in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Creation of calibration adaptor centre point

The plane is created in a similar manner. The Projected point along with the
unique pattern of the constellation of the four reference points can now get
saved and exported as an adaptor. From now on if any TriTop measurement is
executed with these adaptors, the coordinates of this projection point is defined
in the measurement relative to the calibration disc’s fixed reference points.
4.1.2 Creation of FlexMess reference
In order to create the reference for FlexMess, a once off calibration procedure
has to be conducted (the hardware configuration cannot be modified thereafter).
The standard calibration setup is assembled as shown in Figure 39 after which a
photogrammetrical photo session is taken with TriTop. The automated
“reference creation” macro is then executed. The software then has a sequence
of inputs required by the user (selection of points in project). After the creation of
the reference, the adaptor is ready to be implemented.
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Figure
39: FlexMess calibration setup

4.2

Adaptation to the vehicle

The completed prototype was assembled onto a vehicle to detect any possible
flaws in the design. potential flaws include:


Not possible to fix to vehicle due to unforeseen obstructions.



Adaptor turning mechanism too awkward to reach while fixing (can also
attribute the carbon tubes to knocking the ground due to awkwardness).



Error in fixing abilities of the adaptor system.

Before the assembly of the FlexMess commenced, removal of some plastic
shielding parts is necessary which is easily achieved in the vehicles natural
position. Figure 40 illustrates the components that were require removal before
the system is attached to the vehicle.

Figure 40: Components to be removed before fixing of FlexMess
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Table 2 summarizes the analysis of the fitment of the FlexMess prototyped to a
vehicle. A value out of 100 will be assigned to different usage priorities after
which the findings will be examined and action taken to find solutions to any
problems, thereby ensuring a safe and accurate measurement.
Ergonomics

Assembly room

Fixing of unit

(into location)

(turning of chuck)

(centring ability)

80 %

80 %

100 %

RPS1
The light adaptor fits
comfortably into
position with little
discomfort to user

The user is able to
reach the turning
dial with relative
ease after a little
practice

80 %
The light adaptor fits
comfortably into
position with little
RPS2

discomfort to user

65%

comfortably into
position with little
RPS3

discomfort to user

has to ensure no
misuse of adaptor;

The light adaptor fits
comfortably into
position with little
discomfort to user

Fixes as specified

susceptible to
knocks
80%

100%

The user is able to
reach the turning
dial with relative

Fixes as specified

ease after a little
practice

80%
RPS4

100%

Tight space; user

80 %
The light adaptor fits

Fixes as specified

80%

100%

The user is able to
reach the turning
dial with relative

Fixes as specified

ease after a little
practice

Table 2: Analysis of FlexMess fit to vehicle
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Figure 41: FlexMess attached to a complete vehicle

4.3

Problems and improvements

After analysing the results of on the fitting of the adaptor system, a potential
problem was discovered in the fixing of RPS2. Upon closer inspection it was
found that the chassis rail rear long member for RPS2 varies in manufacturing.
In the manufacturing drawings of the rear chassis rail member it is depicted to
have a dimension of 7mm. In reality, a huge variance in the dimensions of the
collar of the part was found from part batch to batch from the auto part suppliers.
Variances of the collar have been found to vary between 4 and 8 mm to the
datum plane, which is too much and can influence the accuracy of FlexMess. A
sample of collar variance is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Variance in RPS2 collar heights (left and right) problems

A centring bush is introduced as shown in Figure 43 B to account for
unevenness in the collar and improve FlexMess’s centring ability. The
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introduction of the centring bush was made as a rectifying measure on discovery
of the collar variance of the RPS2 hole. This occurred during the final testing
experiments which were done at VWSA to test the FlexMess prototype’s
accuracy and repeatability.
However, upon the introduction of the centring bush, it was found that due to the
interactions of FlexMess with the collar, fixation was not possible. In the case of
FlexMess (PQ25), the centring bush corrects the position of the system, but due
to the variance of the bad tolerance of the collar’s height (left and right marked
hCR and hCL respectively as seen in Figure 42), it is better to use FlexMess
without the centring bush as shown in Figure 43 A. Even without the bush in the
centring of RPS 2, the measuring results of the final testing still fall within the
original FlexMess certification.

Figure 43: Fixing of FlexMess RPS2 (A without centring bush; B with)
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5

Evaluation methodology

In this section a series of experiments for FlexMess (PQ25) was setup in order
to verify the quality and accuracy of the system and that it falls within the
boundaries of the original German Volkswagen FlexMess certification. The
system was introduced to usage tests to illustrate its capabilities as a measuring
system.

5.1

Statistical analysis theory

Statistical analysis was conducted to quantify the quality of repeatability and
accuracy to deliver a conclusion as to the abilities of FlexMess as a measuring
system. Figure 44 illustrates samples of an experiment to indicate the
differences between accuracy and repeatability.

Figure 44: Repeatability and accuracy illustrated

5.1.1 Accuracy
The closeness of agreement between a test result and the accepted reference
value. The term accuracy, when applied to a set of test results, involves a
combination of random components and a common systematic error or bias
component [13].
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5.1.2 Precision
The closeness of agreement between independent test results obtained under
stipulated conditions. Precision (repeatability or reliability) depends only on the
distribution of random errors and does not relate to the true value or the
specified value. The measure of precision is usually expressed in terms of
imprecision and computed as a standard deviation of the test results [13].
5.1.3 Standard deviation
In statistics, the standard deviation appears as a dimensionless indicator of
repeatability and can be used to describe any random discrete variable. The
nearer the values appear to each other (data set), the smaller the standard
deviation becomes.

√ ∑

Where:

= sample mean
= single measurement

Equation 2: Equation to calculate standard deviation

For a data set the more measurements available, the more reliable the standard
deviation becomes as a means of describing the precision (repeatability) of a
measurement.
5.1.4 Deviations from true value
In practice it is not possible to establish the true value because no measuring
system is absolutely perfect. For any given measurement an inaccuracy or
deviation from the true value will exist with varying degrees, depending on the
quality of the measuring system. This deviation is made up of two components:
1

System deviation: a systematic deviation caused be some fixed
influential factors.

2

Random deviation: with any measurement, some random varying factors
exist which influence any measurement system in some random way.
This can be seen in Figure 45 below.
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Figure 45: Deviational errors in measuring systems [14]

Due to the nature of the random influential factors, the standard Gaussian
distribution model can be applied to measurements made by FlexMess (PQ25).
Random errors often have a Gaussian Normal Distribution as shown in Figure
46. In such cases statistical methods may be used to analyze the data. The
sample mean ( ) of a number of measurements of the same quantity is the best
estimate of that quantity or mean (µ), and the standard deviation (s) of the
measurements shows the accuracy of the estimate [15].

Figure 46: Normal distribution model with a confidence interval of 95%

The following distribution will exist for measurements that are normally
distributed [16]:
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68,3% of the measurements lie in the interval µ - σ < x < µ + σ.



95,5% lie within µ - 2σ < x < µ + 2σ; (most commonly used in this work)



99,7% lie within µ - 3σ < x < µ + 3σ.

5.1.5 Confidence interval
A sample mean ( ) is an unbiased estimator of the true mean (µ), but is unlikely
to be equal to the true mean. The more measurements taken the more accurate
the estimation of the true mean is to the sample mean. It is however convenient
to allocate a probability to the likelihood of the true mean falling within a
predetermined set of limits. Based on the standard error of the measurement
set’s mean we can determine the interval width be the following factors [16]:


The chosen confidence level



The magnitude of the standard error



The sample size



The distribution of the sample mean

The probability to find the true mean between a lower limit (LL) and upper limit
(UL) based on the confidence level of 95% then becomes:
P (LL< µ<UL) = 0,95 =1 – α
Equation 3: The probability of finding the true mean between limits

If the distribution of the values can be approximately assumed to be normal the

LL and UL for the confidence interval for the mean is given as follows:

√

√
Equation 4: Upper and lower limits of normally distributed data

Where:

t = value from t-distribution table (appendix B)
n = number of measurements
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In order to account for the random error induced during measuring a normally
distributed frequency of the measured results is assumed.
Multiple measurements were completed where possible and statistical methods
were used to establish the accuracy and repeatability. As the true measurement
values are not known, statistical analysis produces the tool to establish the
accuracy of FlexMess (PQ25).Figure 47 shows the distribution of two measuring
systems with mean bias.

Figure 47: Distribution of two measuring systems with mean bias

5.2

Final testing at VWSA – Accuracy and Repeatability

FlexMess is certified to measure RPS points on a vehicle to within 0,7mm [17].
In order to verify that FlexMess (PQ25) is accurate enough to be implemented, it
is necessary to do a series of experiments to test the system’s overall accuracy
and as a result to fall at least within the German certification. To test the
accuracy of the system an external comparison to a system with superior system
accuracy is required. Apendix A shows the conclusion page of the general
FlexMess certification.
5.2.1 Experimental setup for FlexMess (PQ25)
For our comparative analysis, a CMM from VWSA was used to compare the
measurement of FlexMess (PQ25). Although the true value of the measured
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points is not known, an assumption was be made that the CMM (Zettmess)
delivers an accurate result to within ±0,15 mm of the true value. This assumption
is based on known experience using these machines in the automotive industry
for the measurement volume of a vehicle.
In order to complete the comparison between FlexMess (PQ25) and the CMM,
the desired measurements should be repeated as many times as possible. Due
to the high costs of man hours (CMM) and limits to the amount of measurements
that can be done successfully in a day, the experiment comprised of a set of ten
measurements completed by FlexMess (PQ25) and then a set of ten
measurements completed by a CMM operator.
The aim of the experiment is to measure the preselected RPS points with both
systems with a common coordinate system and compare the results delivered
by both systems. Figure 48 shows the PQ25 Polo fixed into position and rady for
measurement with both systems.

Figure 48: PQ250 Polo fixed into position to be measured

5.2.2 Alignment of CMM and TriTop measuring systems
In order to have a comparable measurement, both measuring systems have to
share the same origin; i.e. coordinate system alignment. Within this reference
frame both systems have to measure the RPS points for comparison. Where the
standard deviation of each measuring series describes the repeatability and the
difference between the measurements systems will verify the accuracy achieved
by FlexMess (PQ25)
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The method used to align both systems to the same coordinate system was
achieved using three steel cubes (a fourth is just used as a system check). The
alignment then follows the 3-2-1 rule as described in Chapter 1. The primary
cube depicted as “Cube XYZ” in Figure 49 serves as the origin.
Z

3-2-1 Transformation
3 – ZZZ
2 – YY
1–X
XYZ

1. Cube with recognized markers

2. Creation of 3 planes

0,00 Origin

3. Creation of an interception line
with plane 1 and 2

4. Creation of an interception point
with plane 3 and interception line

ZY
Figure 49: Final testing alignment of measuring systems

In order to define the points on the cubes, both systems need to define features
on three surfaces of the cubes. Where the planes meet, intersection planes,
lines and points are created. The defined points can then be used to complete
alignment.
Both systems create the points in a similar method, the only difference being
that the CMM has to touch each measured point being a tactile system, whilst
TriTop requires un-coded markers.
Measurements of the RPS holes in relation to the coordinate system can now
take place for both systems with a comparable result.
5.2.3 Procedure for final testing – absolute accuracy and repeatability
First, the measured vehicle has to be fixed into position on a measuring fixture
where all RPS holes can be localized by both systems. Each system then does
ten measurements defining the four holes in the reference frame. A statistical
evaluation is then executed from which a statement as to the accuracy and
repeatability can be determined.
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6

Summary of results

This Chapter summarises the test results from the experimental setup.

6.1

Final testing measurement parameters

Common
Date:
Place:
Temp:
Amount of measurements:
Alignment:
Measuring volume:
Fixing method:

21-23 April
Meisterbok Centre - VWSA
22º C
10 per set (all four adaptors)
3-2-1 alignment using 3 fixed cubes
±13m3
Witte tools

TriTop
Scale Bars:
System:
Operator:

2,5 m
TriTop, Nikon D200 /FlexMess
Stefan Frede

CMM
System:
Operator

Zettmess
Walter Sengeni

6.2

Measurement results Zettmess

The results of measuring the RPS points of a PQ25 Polo with the CMM are
given below in Table 3. For each of the ten measurements, the four RPS points’
Cartesian coordinates are recorded along with 3 cubes. As discussed in the
previous section, the cubes are used as an alignment. Cube one is not shown as
it is the datum point and would always appear as zero in the table. Cube 2 was
used as a second datum point and was fixed as a datum in the Y and Z direction
hence the value of zero in the Y and Z direction. Cube three served as the third
datum point (a value of zero in the Z direction). Cube 4 was used as an external
control point and was not used for alignment and was also not in direct contact
with the vehicle. If a vehicle were to be measured and aligned using the RPS
points, in a vehicle quality measurement (Normal usage) the datum points would
also contain this pattern.
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During the experimental setup, it was noted that the CMM probe could not define
all of the points due to reach. For RPS point 3, the probe was able to define the
reference plane of the hole, but unable to define the geometry.
RPS 3 only fixes the vehicle datum using a plane (in a standard measurement),
therefore the experiment was setup to record only the coordinate directions in
which each of the respective RPS holes would be used in a typical RPS
alignment using Volkswagen RPS standards. As an Example, RPS 2 is used as
a datum in the Y and Z direction, hence its inclusion in the respective directions.
The values in Table 3 will be used and processed statistically as a comparison
to the FlexMess (PQ25) adaptor system
measurement

Cube 2

Cube 3

Cube 4

RPS 1

RPS 2
RPS 3

rps 4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

x

4422,13

4422,25

4422,19

4422,13

4422,29

4422,35

4422,29

4422,27

4422,29

4422,29

y

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

z

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

x

4490,61

4490,59

4490,61

4490,57

4490,70

4490,76

4490,74

4490,73

4490,74

4490,74

y

1364,56

1364,53

1364,53

1364,54

1364,53

1364,51

1364,52

1364,52

1364,53

1364,53

z

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

x

-36,99

-37,02

-36,98

-37,04

-37,04

-36,97

-37,02

-37,03

-37,02

-37,02

y

1351,83

1351,80

1351,77

1351,80

1351,79

1351,79

1351,80

1351,80

1351,79

1351,78

z

0,14

0,13

0,18

0,12

0,16

0,13

0,15

0,15

0,16

0,15

x

634,69

634,89

634,85

634,91

634,88

634,92

634,90

634,96

635,10

635,05

y

46,67

46,68

46,59

46,79

46,79

46,77

46,75

46,73

46,75

46,73

z

433,61

433,56

433,59

433,58

433,55

433,54

433,53

433,52

433,53

433,54

y

948,74

948,59

948,62

948,70

948,63

948,63

948,63

948,59

948,64

948,61

z

402,27

402,20

402,21

402,20

402,27

402,26

402,26

402,23

402,20

402,20

z

401,74

401,97

401,70

401,82

401,81

401,95

401,88

401,86

401,89

401,83

x

633,30

633,34

633,38

633,37

633,35

633,41

633,40

633,50

633,57

633,60

y

938,43

938,46

938,25

938,39

938,31

938,31

938,30

938,30

938,31

938,27

z

433,63

433,60

433,66

433,64

433,56

433,57

433,58

433,51

433,58

433,60

Table 3: Results Zettmess in mm
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6.3

Measurement results FlexMess

The results for the ten measurements done by FlexMess (PQ25) together with
Tritop are given of the same measurement points and alignment as with
Zettmess and tabulated in Table 4. The two sets of data (Table 3 and Table 4)
could then be processed statistically and then compared to each other
measurement

Cube 2

Cube 3

Cube 4

RPS 1

RPS 2
RPS 3

rps 4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

x

4422,26

4422,20

4422,20

4422,22

4422,20

4422,21

4422,26

4422,19

4422,22

4422,27

y

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

z

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

x

4490,37

4490,38

4490,34

4490,41

4490,42

4490,34

4490,38

4490,40

4490,38

4490,44

y

1364,53

1364,53

1364,50

1364,49

1364,47

1364,45

1364,53

1364,48

1364,50

1364,53

z

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

x

-37,38

-37,38

-37,40

-37,36

-37,36

-37,38

-37,35

-37,37

-37,37

-37,35

y

1351,73

1351,71

1351,65

1351,66

1351,72

1351,68

1351,65

1351,72

1351,63

1351,66

z

-0,03

0,03

0,04

0,02

-0,06

0,06

0,00

-0,01

0,05

0,03

x

635,24

635,26

635,24

635,24

635,25

635,24

635,27

635,23

635,27

635,27

y

46,64

46,67

46,66

46,68

46,78

46,67

46,73

46,79

46,65

46,65

z

433,78

433,77

433,79

433,78

433,73

433,77

433,73

433,75

433,73

433,75

y

948,72

948,73

948,66

948,68

948,71

948,65

948,72

948,67

948,68

948,73

z

402,02

402,01

402,02

402,03

402,01

402,04

402,01

402,02

402,03

402,04

z

401,67

401,67

401,66

401,70

401,68

401,69

401,67

401,69

401,71

401,67

x

633,10

633,09

632,98

633,02

633,06

633,02

633,04

633,03

633,05

633,05

y

938,51

938,45

938,45

938,44

938,51

938,42

938,43

938,50

938,41

938,40

z

433,58

433,60

433,58

433,60

433,50

433,59

433,54

433,55

433,59

433,54

Table 4: Results FlexMess in mm
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6.4

Evaluation of results accuracy

The accuracy of FlexMess is established by comparing the FlexMess (PQ25) to
a system that has a superior accuracy. In order to do this comparison it is
necessary to compare the means of the two systems. In our case the true
means (µ) is not known, so we will compare our upper and lower limits of our
two systems. This is done for RPS (1,2 and 3) for all coordinate directions.
A sample calculation is given below for calculating the UL and, LL for RPS1 in
the X direction for Zettmess. This is done using Equation 4.

√

√
Equation4: Upper and lower limits of normally distributed data

The true mean therefore lies between the limits of 634,84 and 634,88 with a
certainty of 95 % for FlexMess in the X direction (RPS1). The width can now be
calculated using Equation 5.

Equation 5: For calculating the width of normal distributed data

The smaller the width is for a given set of measurements, the more repeatable
the measurement process will be. Table 5,6 and 7 summarises the results for
the RPS 1,2 and 3 measurements for FlexMess and Zetmess. All ten
measurements are inserted into the table, where the standard deviation, limits,
width and the sample mean is calculated for the measurement sets.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
s
LL
UL
W/2

Zettmess RPS1
x
y
634.69
46.67
634.89
46.68
634.85
46.59
634.91
46.79
634.88
46.79
634.92
46.77
634.90
46.75
634.96
46.73
635.10
46.75
635.05
46.73
634.92
46.73
0.11
0.06
634.84
46.68
634.99
46.77
0.08
0.04

z
433.61
433.56
433.59
433.58
433.55
433.54
433.53
433.52
433.53
433.54
433.55
0.03
433.53
433.57
0.02

FlexMess RPS1
x
y
635.24
46.64
635.26
46.67
635.24
46.66
635.24
46.68
635.25
46.78
635.24
46.67
635.27
46.73
635.23
46.79
635.27
46.65
635.27
46.65
635.25
46.69
0.02
0.05
635.24
46.65
635.26
46.73
0.01
0.04

z
433.78
433.77
433.79
433.78
433.73
433.77
433.73
433.75
433.73
433.75
433.76
0.02
433.74
433.77
0.02

Table 5: Comparison of RPS1; 95 % confidence (mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
s
LL
UL
W/2

x
-

Zettmess RPS2
y
948.74
948.59
948.62
948.70
948.63
948.63
948.63
948.59
948.64
948.61
948.64
0.05
948.6
948.67
0.03

z
402.27
402.20
402.21
402.20
402.27
402.26
402.26
402.23
402.20
402.20
402.23
0.03
402.21
402.25
0.02

x
-

FlexMess RPS2
y
948.72
948.73
948.66
948.68
948.71
948.65
948.72
948.67
948.68
948.73
948.70
0.03
948.67
948.72
0.02

z
402.02
402.01
402.02
402.03
402.01
402.04
402.01
402.02
402.03
402.04
402.02
0.01
402.01
402.03
0.01

Table 6: Comparison of RPS2; 95 % confidence (mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
s
LL
UL
W/2

x

Zettmess RPS3
y

-

-

z
401.74
401.97
401.70
401.82
401.81
401.95
401.88
401.86
401.89
401.83
401.84
0.08
401.78
401.90
0.06

x
-

FlexMess RPS3
y
-

z
401.67
401.67
401.66
401.70
401.68
401.69
401.67
401.69
401.71
401.67
401.68
0.02
401.67
401.69
0.01

Table 7: Comparison of RPS3; 95 % confidence (mm)
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From the tabulated data a means plot graph can be constructed with error bars.
This graph serves a graphical method of presenting the two sets of data. The
error bars represent the range width in which the respective true means lie for all
the respective measurements with a confidence interval of 95% per
measurement set and coordinate direction.
From Figure 50 to 56, six graphs were constructed using the data from table 5, 6
and 7. Both systems can be found represented in the respective graphs and
coordinate directions for the specific RPS holes. The graphs serve as a
graphical means of comparing the repeatability of the two systems. The more
narrow the error bars, the more repeatable the process.

x- value [mm]

635.30
635.20
635.10
635.00
634.90
634.80
Zettmess

System

FlexMess

y- value [mm]

Figure 50: Means plot RPS1 (X) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence

46.76
46.74
46.72
46.70
46.68
46.66
46.64
Zettmess

FlexMess
System

Figure 51: Means plot RPS1(Y) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence
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z- value [mm]

433.80
433.75
433.70
433.65
433.60
433.55
433.50
Zettmess

FlexMess
System

Figure 52: Means plot RPS1 (Z) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence

y -value [mm]

948.73
948.68
948.63
948.58
Zettmess

FlexMess
System

Figure 53: Means plot RPS2 (Y) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence

z- value [mm]

402.30
402.25
402.20
402.15
402.10
402.05
402.00
Zettmess

FlexMess
System

Figure 54: Means plot RPS2 (Z) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence

402.00

z-value [mm]

401.90
401.80
401.70
401.60
401.50
Zettmess

System

FlexMess

Figure 55: Means plot RPS3 (Z) FlexMess and Zettmess, 95% confidence
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Because the true value of the measurement point is not determinable, the True
mean was determined and later used to determine the accuracy. The positions
of the true means for both systems in the respective directions are given in
Table 8.

The true mean value for Zettmess
(95% Confidence interval)
x
= 634.92mm ± 0.08mm
y
RPS1
= 46.73mm ± 0.04mm
z
= 433.55mm± 0.02mm
y
= 948.64mm ± 0.03mm
RPS2
z
= 402.23mm ± 0.02mm
z
RPS3
= 401.84mm ± 0.06mm

The true mean value for FlexMess
(95% Confidence interval)
x
= 635.25mm ± 0.01mm
y
RPS1
= 46.69mm ± 0.04 mm
z
= 433.76 mm± 0.02mm
y
= 948.70mm ± 0.02mm
RPS2
z
= 402.02mm ± 0.01mm
z
RPS3
= 401.68mm ± 0.01mm

Table 8: Positions of true means for FlexMess and Zmettmess
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7

Discussion of results

This chapter deals with the interpretation of the results and the determining of
the accuracy of the FlexMess system.

7.1

Influence of temperature

The effects of temperature on the measurement can be ruled out as a significant
factor in the experiment, as the temperature in the measuring environment was
controlled at 20 ± 2 C.

7.2

Stability of Measured vehicle

The vehicle was fixed on a high precision manufactured measuring fixture from
the company Witte. The vehicle was supported on multiple positions on its
chassis and was completely fixed.
The measuring room where the experiment was conducted had a specially laid
foundation to ensure no disturbances through the floor from production
processes of the plant were possible.

7.3

Analysis results from Tables 3 – 5

From Table 3 - 5 it is possible to see that the repeatability of FlexMess is higher
than that of Zettmess. The W/2 value of FlexMess is as good as or better than
the same value of Zettmess in all three of the compared coordinate direction
comparisons of the points analyzed. As an E.g. for RPS 1 from Table 3 in the X
direction FlexMess produces a W/2 value of 0,01mm where Zettmess produces
a W/2 value of 0,08mm. From this comparison of the W/2 value we can conclude
that FlexMess deliverers a more repeatable result.
Because of the physical limitations of the CMM sensor reaching all of the
positions of the RPS holes on the vehicle, the experiment was setup in such a
position where it could define three of the RPS points with the ability to just
reach the plane of the fourth hole. Due to this limitation, only the coordinate
directions of the RPS standards were considered.
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Table 3


RPS 1 was defined by FlexMess and Zettmess in XYZ directions.

Table 4


RPS 2 was define by FlexMess and Zettmess in XYZ directions.



The X direction was omitted for both systems in the table.

Table 5


RPS 3 was defined by FlexMess in the XYZ directions and only in the Z
direction by Zettmess (limitation).



Directions XY were omitted for systems in the table.

The fourth RPS point is omitted as it takes no part in an alignment being a
control point.

7.4

Least accurately measured point pair

The least accurate measured point of the FlexMess (PQ25) was found to be
RPS 1. This can be seen in Table 8 where the width of the point in the X,Y and Z
directions were greater than the remaining three RPS points.
RPS point 1 was also identified as the least accurate measured point by
Zettmess also illustrated in Table 8. RPS point 1, being identified as the least
accurate measured point pair it will be used for further design decisions.

7.5

Accuracy of data

The measuring machine used was an industry accepted coordinate measuring
machine. The absolute accuracy of the CMM is not easily determinable, as it
depends on many factors.


The machine type



Manual or automated machine



Last machine calibration of the portal (from the dealer)



Stability of the ground



The type of sensor probe used
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The machine was build around 1995 and is in daily use. The absolute accuracy
of the machine is estimated to be around ±0,15mm based on experiance, and
shall be used for further design decisions.

7.6

Accuracy of the FlexMess (PQ25)

Further analysis of the data gathered for RPS1 was done to determine the
accuracy of FlexMess based on the largest possible vector deviation (all three
coordinate directions X,Y and Z) possible from the evaluation. The equation to
calculate the length of vector in 3 dimensional space is given as follows:
| ⃗|

√

Equation 6: Length of a three dimensional vector
In order to find the maximum deviation possible to establish the accuracy ideally the true means
the true means subtract for all the coordinate directions and use the squares to establish the
establish the accuracy. First we determined the difference between the maximum upper limit and
maximum upper limit and the minimum upper limits between the two systems for a given coordinate
a given coordinate direction for a given point the maximum deviation is shown in

Figure 56.

Figure 56: Maximum possible deviation of data sets

For a given coordinate direction, the Maximum UL value between FlexMess and
Zettmess and is subtracted from the minimum LL value between FlexMess and
Zettmess. This is repeated for all three coordinate directions. The maximum
deviation for all three coordinate directions is used together with Equation 6 to
produce a maximum vector deviation. The results are illustrated in Table 9 from
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the collected data and the maximum and minimum possible deviations of RPS1
is determined.
RPS1 Values [mm]
y Zettmess y FlexMess

x Zettmess

x FlexMess

LL

634.84

635.24

46.68

UL

634.99

635.26

46.77

z Zettmess

z FlexMess

46.65

433.53

433.74

46.73

433.57

433.77

max

0.42

0.12

0.17

min

0.25

0.04

0.17

max vec dev.

0.47

Min vec dev.

0.30

Table 9: Max. and min. deviation of the true means, 95% confidence

The accuracy represents the maximum possible error an identified adaptor can
have with a confidence interval of 95%, also taking into account inaccuracies of
the CMM and can be determined using the following equation:
√
Equation 7: Accuracy determination

The values from Table 9 are used together with the assumption of the accuracy
of the CMM using Equation 7.
√
= 0,47

Where CMM inaccuracies assumed to be = 0,15 mm
It is less probable however that all three coordinate values will be at their worst.
This means that in reality that the adaptor should under normal circumstances
deliver a more accurate result. The determination of the accuracy is based on
worst cast scenario.
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7.7

Conclusion of final testing

The value of 0,65 mm falls within the 0,7 mm of the certification limits of
FlexMess (Appendix B). The biggest contributor to inaccuracies in the system is
the unevenness in the collar of FlexMess.
In order to increase the accuracies of FlexMess a centring bush could be
introduced to ensure perfect centricity of FlexMess with the RPS hole. It is
however not possible to use the centring bush for the rear RPS2 slotted hole,
because of the bad deviations experienced on the collar of the holes.

Figure 57: Centering bushings fixed to adaptor

Conclusion: The PQ 250 adaptor system is accurate enough to be implemented
for FlexMess’s intended design use.
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8

New Concepts

As has been shown in chapters preceding, a system based on the current
FlexMess system has been created in this work for the PQ25 vehicle platform for
Volkswagen of South Africa. Based on this knowledge new concepts can be
developed, to refine usage of the current Flexible measuring system.
The concepts and design presented in this will be developed in an attempt in
presenting an ideal measuring system which could be manufactured cost
effectively.

8.1

Problem

In this final section of work, we shall address the problem of producing a new
concept/ functionality that a future PQ25 flexible measuring adaptor system may
be made up of. The following sub problems shall be addressed:


Long carbon tubes vulnerable to destruction



The current system is made up of many expensive purchased parts



The assembly and disassembly times of the adaptor system takes up a huge
part of the engineers time



Reduction of total mass of system and storage volume

8.1.1 Reduction in cost
By excluding the RPS4 adaptor which usually takes no physical part in the
alignment of the vehicle using FlexMess (three instead of four adaptors) much of
the required costs can be saved as RPS4 plays no physical role in the alignment
of the vehicle to the datum and only serves as a “system check”. This is
illustrated in Figure 48.
A further means of reducing costs is via the simplification of some of the parts found
on the measuring system i.e. produce simpler parts and the purchasing of less
complex parts.
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RPS 4

RPS 3

RPS 2

RPS 1
Figure 58: Exclusion of RPS4

8.1.2 Saving in setup time
Using a new flexible measuring concept, up to 15 minutes can be saved in setup
and disassembly time. Table 10 a typical measurement using FlexMess together
with Tritop.
Task

Time spent

Measurement system assembly

7,5 min

Calibration measurement

10 min

Actual measurement

25 min

Measurement system disassembly

7,5 min

Processing / report generation

Dependant on job

Table 10: Typical measurement using Tritop and FlexMess

8.2

Problem division

The problem will be divided up as follows, for which solutions shall be presented.

Extensions
Hardware
problem

Fixing/
Centering
Storage

Figure 59: Problem sub division
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8.3

Extensions

The extensions will be defined as a simple cantilever supported structure which
extends outwards from under the vehicle making the reference points for the
optical measuring system visible outside the vehicle.
8.3.1 Delimitations for extensions
Mechanical stability
The measuring system has to be stable at all times, where the relational state of
the adaptor is not to change during the procedural measurement process (no
mechanical play)
Additional to mechanical stability, the extensions material should have a thermal
expansion coefficient as small as possible. The extensions span over a great
length in order to be accurate, changes in temperature influence the length of
the extension, i.e. adaptor state. If the expansion of the tubes have a difference
to the calibrated state of the adaptor a measuring error is induced.
Stability over a temperature interval of ± 5

0

C (assumed temperature change in

production) is required.
Length
The length of the extensions are to be shortened to a length of 0,5 m. In order to
produce a more compact version of FlexMess, the extensions are to be
shortened.
Adaptor height
Heights of the adaptor rear and front are to be 310mm and 330mm respectively.
This is as seen in previous sections, is for the fitting to the vehicle.
90˚ extension relationship
A 90˚ extension relationship is the most physical extension setup, as it is the
shortest distance for the adapter to be visible outside the vehicle. The 90˚
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relation of the references on the adaptor’s extension also allows for an accurate
identification of the adaptor’s position during a measurement.
8.3.2 Concepts extensions

Table 11: Creative engineering design extensions

From the creative design, ideas for the extensions were explored and concepts
were developed and the function/ suitability evaluated (table 11).
Fixed extensions; example of joints

Figure 60: Fixed systems/ joint examples

Fixed joints (figure 60) have the advantage of being very rigid and need to be
calibrated less often but are very heavy and are not easily transportable. Joints
enable the Flexible measuring system to reduce the storage volume.
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Hinge extensions

Figure 61: Hinge locking functions / Telescopic umbrella

Hinge extensions (figure 61) have the advantage of being stored in a quick
practical and compact functional method. The volume needed for storage can be
reduced drastically.

Figure 62: Simple locking square telescopic/ Hidden hinge; telescopic

A secondary function of such a hinged system could include a folding telescopic
function to the extension to drastically reduce the storage volume of the adaptor
system further.
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8.3.3 Effect of the extension’s own weight
The effect of the mass of FlexMess’s tube shall be determined using elastic
theory (figure 63). This “own” deflection caused by the tube is a function of the
length of the profile, the material properties and the mechanical properties of the
profile shape. This information will serve as bases for later material comparison
and profile selection. The calculation is only theoretical.

Figure 63: Free body diagram cantilever beam [18]

For our means, only the extreme tip of the adaptor is important, as this is where
our reference points are roughly stationed.
Parameters:

Material
E modulus
Diameter Outer (Do)
Diameter Inner (Di)
Mass

l

= Carbon tube
= 60 GPa
= 23mm
= 22 mm
= 0,051 kg
= N/m
=1m

Equation 8: Calculating 2nd moment of inertia

Equation 9: Calculating deflection of a cantilever beam
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Shortening the arm will reduce this effect further. The following table represents
the effects of the arm’s own mass on the deflection of the outer most point of the
adaptor arm for different materials. In shortening the adaptor arm, the effect of
the arm's own mass is reduced exponentially.
Using the uniformly loaded cantilever beam formula Figure 63, the deflection
under the respective weights for different profiles and materials are calculated
and tabulated below in Table 12.


is dependant on the mass of
the profile


OD

Material
Alu
Stahl
CFK

40

OD

Material
Alu
Stahl
CFK

30

OD

L = 0,5 m

Material
Alu
Stahl
CFK

20

≈25g
ID
≈25g
ID
≈25g
ID
19

-

≈50g
ID
39

-

≈50g
ID
29
29

0.042

≈50g
ID
19
18

Material
Aluminium
Steel
CFK

0.010

≈100g
ID
39
38

0.024
0.018

≈100g
ID
28
27

0.055
0.044

≈100g
ID
17
19
16

E - Module
70 GPa
200 GPa
60 GPa

0.013
0.010

≈200g
ID
37
39
36

0.025
0.020

≈200g
ID
26
29
24

0.060
0.063
0.049

≈200g
ID
14
19
9

0.014
0.015
0.011

≈300g
ID
36
39
33

0.014
0.015
0.012

0.026
0.028
0.022

≈300g
ID
24
28
20

0.028
0.029
0.025

0.070
0.063
0.066

≈300g
ID
9
18
-

0.087
0.067
-

1

Table 12: Extension deflection, (different profiles, materials) in mm

For a given mass category and outer diameter, we can conclude that carbon
performs the best (resistance to deflection i.e. rigidity) followed by aluminium and
then steel.

1

All values in Table 12 in mm
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8.3.4 Effect of heat on adaptor extensions
An evaluation of the effect of heat on the measuring extensions using the
temperature coefficient of the material properties needed to be considered in
order to select the ideal material for the extensions.
In a temperature varying environment such as the production where the flexible
measuring system shall be used, temperature changes shall be assumed to be
in the 10 degrees Celsius range.
[ ]

[19]

L = 0,5 m
Material Linear thermal expansion coefficient

||

K-1

[19]

K-1

[19]

K-1

Along fibres

[20]

K-1

Perpendicular to fibres

[20]

K-1

Average expansion coefficient

(assumption)

Because of the complex expansion interaction between the fibres of the carbon
tube, an assumption will be made that the carbon tube will act at an average
value of

.

The change in length with a temperature change of 10˚ C for a 0,5 m long pipe
is

shown

in

Table 13.
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material
Aluminium
Steel
CFKAVE

0,111 mm
0,065 mm
0,05 mm

Table 13: Expansion of different materials (l=0,5 m )

A change in length of 0,111 mm is poor for the extensions which exclude the use
of aluminium as a material in a temperature varying environment. Carbon
performs the best as an extension material as it is the most stable of the three in
a temperature varying environment.
8.3.5 Material selection suitability matrix
A table (table 14) is to be drawn up to determine the material most suited to for
the application as a material for the extensions.
The material selection criteria categories as well as its selection factor are as
follows:


Weldability / joining.



Machineability (boring, cutting, milling, turning).



Stability against temperature change.



Mechanical stability/ mass (Fixed outer dimensions).
Criteria

Factor

Factor of justification

Machinability

0.25

Effects manufacturing with little effect on adaptor
function

Temperature
stability

1

Directly effects adaptor performance

Rigidity to mass

1

Directly effects adaptor performance

Weldability/
joining

0.25

Effects manufacturing with little effect on adaptor
function

Table 14: Criteria and factor justification

A rating will be assigned to each category, where the most suitable material in
the respective category receiving a 3 for a rating. The product of the rating with
the factor then gets summed for each criterion producing an overall rating for
each

material.

The

results

are

tabulated

in

Table 15.
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Criteria

Factor

Material

Alu rating

steel rating

CFK rating

0,25

3

2

1

Temperature stability

1

1

2

3

Rigidity to mass

1

1

2

3

0,25

2

3

2

3,25

5,25

7,25

Machinability

Weldability/ joining

Overall rating

Table 15: Material rating

The most suitable material for the creation of a flexible measuring adaptor
extension is carbon fibre reinforced polymers. A flexible measuring adaptor able
to be implemented under any condition most resistant to thermal expansion
changes is realized.
8.3.6 Design for extension
Specifications


Material to be used is carbon fibre reinforced polymer.



Design is to have a hinge and telescopic folding function and therefore have
a tapering self locking function.

Carbon tube
In Figure 64 the new tapered carbon telescopic tube can be seen.

Figure 64: Carbon tube
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Unlike the carbon tube (current FlexMess) which could be purchased from a
supplier, a tapered carbon section is not a standard available purchasable part.
To create such a part, two methods can be used:
1

The first method is via the laying of roving fabric and impregnation with
resin using vacuum methods.

2

The second manufacturing process is via the pull-wind process.

For both methods, a tapered mandrel needs to be produced over which the
carbon fibre can be laid over. The layering method chosen shall be via pull-wind
pultrusion (figure 65).

Roving

Roving Fabric

`

Figure 65: Pull-wind pultrusion process [21] ;Roving [22]

A wall thickness for the tapered shell of 1,5mm will be constructed. This is
thicker than the current FlexMess. Based on experience in usage, this increase
in mass due to the increase in wall thickness of the tubes shouldn’t affect the
usage ergonomics.
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Base part
Magnet
Fixed un-coded marker

Extension housing
Removable un-coded
marker

Hinge assembly

Figure 66: Extension assembly

Extension assembly

The extension assembly (figure 66) will consist of a hinged housing made of
frenetic stainless steel (400 series) which is magnetic and corrosion resistant as
well as being well suited for machining processing. The best material suited for
this is AISI 430F. In order for the adaptor to be stored, the extension housing
has to be held by a magnet fixed in the base.
Magnet selection

Weight Extension
Length 1
Length 2

=
=
=

Kg
m
m

Figure 67: Moment diagram extension (magnet)

N
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A suitable magnet is a 20 x 4 x 2 mm from the company Supermagnet. The
magnet is able to hold a force of 12 N.

Figure 68: The folding functionality of the new concept

8.4

Fixing / Centring

The division of the problem aims at addressing the needs of the fixing and
centring of the adaptor to the main reference points of the vehicle.
The current FlexMess system, as seen in previous sections makes use of
clamping chuck jaws which is an ordered part. Alternative methods at centring
and fixing were found.
8.4.1 Delimitations for Fixing / Centring
Mechanical stability
The adaptor has to be absolutely stable during all functional usage. During
calibration and during mounting the fixing head has to be free from any play and
should remain free from mechanical play for the duration of its implemented
lifespan (quality of the assembly).
Solution specific to requirement
One is to customize the selection of a centring solution dependant on the
requirements of the specific reference hole.
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Safe control of process
The physical process of fixing has to be controlled. No uncontrolled forces or
movements of the adaptor can be tolerated as this could cause some damage or
disturbance to the measured object.
Adaptor head < 50mm in diameter
Due to the tight assembly room of the under body the size of the adaptor head is
restricted to under 50mm in diameter.
8.4.2 Concepts fixing / centring

Table 16: Creative engineering design Fixing/ centring

From the creative design (table 16), ideas for the fixing/ centring can be explored
and concepts can be developed and the function/ suitability evaluated. Three
new concepts are considered.
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Magnet Variability

Figure 69: Variable magnet force

The problem with the magnet variable system is that it is reliant on the geometry
profile of the head which is fixed for its centring (fixed cylinder). If the chassis rail
was to be manufactured in the upper tolerance zone, an alignment inaccuracy
will be introduced. This is illustrated in

Figure 70Figure

70.
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Figure 70: Misalignment of a cylinder in a toleranced hole (RPS 1)

However, this inaccuracy is acceptable, as this concept eliminates the need of
the collar for fixing for which the rear RPS hole is a problem.
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Cone and spring
It is questionable whether the cone spring assembly would correctly centre a
hole that has a slight miss form e.g. slightly egg shaped hole and consists of a
complicated assembly with cost intensive machining. The sprung cone concept
is illustrated in Figure 71.

Figure 71: Cone spring

Chuck and round bush
The current Witte chuck solution is highly accurate and a proven system able to
centre and fix itself accurately to the RPS hole. The Witte chuck exploded view
can be seen in Figure 72.
RPS1 is the most important reference hole needed to be located for the
alignment of a vehicle. The hole has a tolerance of 0,2 mm in diameter. Because
the Witte system can centre a circular hole accurately, and no problems were
identified in the front, the Witte solution will still be used on the front RPS 1 hole.
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Figure 72: Current FlexMess Witte chuck

8.4.3 Design selection for fixing centring
The selection of the individual solutions for each RPS hole will be based on the
requirements of the specific hole. RPS 1 being the most crucial datum point
needing accurate positioning in XYZ shall be fitted with the Witte chuck solution.
RPS 2 and 3 are measured using slotted holes. The slotted rear RPS hole
having a bad variation on the collar would ideally be equipped with a solution
that does not use the collar for centring; therefore the variable magnet concept is
selected. Figure 73 illustrates the selection and poisoning of the adaptor fixing
solutions.
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Figure 73: Selected solutions (RPS1, 2 and 3)

Selection of magnet

The magnet is to hold the 1,2 kg adaptor onto the steel chassis through an
aluminium sectioned head (4 mm thick ). The further away a magnet is held from
a ferrous metal; exponentially the magnetic attractive force will decrease. This
means that a strong neodymium ring-magnet would be perfectly suited. Again a
ring-magnet from the company Supermagnet is required. A 40mm ring magnet
with the attractive force of 49 kg is selected.
If the magnet proves to be too strong, through experimental means the magnet
can easily and inexpensively be replaced by a weaker one from the same
purchased product range.

8.5

Storage / calibration

A solution now has to be found to store the three adaptors. A box shall be drawn
in a CAD package to cover the outer volume of the adaptors as a rough base.
The box will also have hinges and a stand that slides outwards for ease of use
and time saving. The calibration plate is integrated into the storage slides out,
system is quickly flapped into position. This process is shown in Figure 74.
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Figure 74: Process flow for new measuring system

Calibration
The concept for calibration is also different to the previous system (see section
2.3). Instead of a calibration on the ground, the new concept will have a hanging
calibration plate which resembles a table. This solution is easier and quicker to
setup and also has the advantage that the adaptors are calibrated in a hanging
state, as it would be on a vehicle. Lastly the “calibration table” also eliminates
the need for calibration sockets as the reference of the position of the RPS
points can also be programmed into the “calibration table”.
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Figure 75: Calibration table

The material for the calibration table should again be made from AISI 430F
stainless steel for its properties of magnetism, machinability, weldability and
resistance to corrosion.

8.6

Mass analysis

The volume of the new suitcase has been halved in the new system and thus
the surface area of the case reduced from 2,02 m2 (old) to 0,87 m2 (new) . If the
surface area, and the mass per unit surface area of the suitcase remains the
same for the new system, an assumption can be made that the new system’s
suitcase mass will also be halved.
The saved system mass in the system’s storage volume and theoretical masses
shown by the CAD program (material densities and part volumes) a saving in
mass

of

7,4

kg

can

be

attained.

This

can

be

seen

in

Table 17.
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Contents FlexMess coffer PQ250
Volume = 0,1249 m3 [0,048x0,019x1,37 m3]
Item

Amount

Mass each

Adaptor body

4

0,8 kg

Bolts, calibration caps

4 sets

0,9 kg

Calibration plate

1

4,1 kg

Tubes

8

0,1 kg

Suitcase

1

10,8 kg

Total Case

19,8 kg

Contents new FlexMess coffer PQ250
Volume = 0, 054 m3 [0,3x0,44x0,41 m3]
Item

Amount

Mass each

Adaptor body

3

1,23 kg

Calibration table

1

3,7 kg

Suitcase

1

≈ 5 kg

Total Case

≈ 12,4 kg

Table 17: Mass comparison of the new concept
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9

Summary and proposed future work

The design of a new lighter compact flexible measuring system has been
conceptualized and been shown. The advantages of such a system have also
been theoretically shown.
Repeatability
What is not known in how the adaptor will behave, i.e. the repeatability
attainable in defining a point in space? One expected outcome is that the
repeatability of defining the point in space will decrease because the reference
points of the adaptor are closer to each other increasing the uncertainty in
defining the calculation using the programmed known relation. Through our
experiments at Volkswagen of South Africa, it was shown however that the
repeatability of the measuring system produced outstanding results, so some
tolerance in the decreasing of repeatability is allowed if a beneficial gain in
system usage can be achieved.
Extension production
As seen in section 8.3.6, two manufacturing techniques exist. The manufacturing
of these parts could be experimentally being produced in the university
environment, or a cooperative relationship with a competent composite
manufacturing company could be build.
Adaptor assembly
The manufacturing of the remaining parts could be manufactured by partners of
the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University.
Creation of storage suitcase
The sliding concept although very user friendly requires a specially designed
suitcase. The two legged sliding table can be replaced by a four legged table
that can be lifted out of a coffer with a top opening coffer, which can freely be
found in online catalogues. The dimensions of the table can also be adjusted to
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fit any selected coffer perfectly. A foam cut out is also required to keep the
adaptors in place.
Macro programming
As with the current FlexMess, macros will be needed in order for the measuring
system to recognize the adaptors in a measurement. A brand new macro would
have to be created for the new measuring system.
Accuracy - Testing of a new prototype flexible measuring system
Once a prototype is build, the system can once again be tested against a CMM
to gauge the accuracy of the new measuring system (Much the same as it was
done in preceding chapters). Based on the results, a decision could be made on
a producible version.
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11 Appendices
11.1 Appendix A – Original FlexMess certification conclusion
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11.2 Appendix B – T-table
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11.3 Appendix C – Jaw drawings FlexMess (PQ25)
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11.4 Appendix D – RPS guideline Volkswagen AG [1]
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